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ABSTRACT
This work presents a s alable framework for parallelizing
sampling based motion planning algorithms. The framework subdivides the on guration spa e (C-spa e) into regions and uses (sequential) sampling-based planners to build
roadmaps in ea h region. The regional roadmaps are later
onne ted to form a roadmap of the entire free spa e. By
subdividing the spa e, we redu e the work and inter-pro essor
ommuni ation asso iated with nearest neighbor al ulation, a riti al drawba k and bottlene k to s alability in
existing parallel motion planning methods.
We show that our method is general enough to handle
a variety of planning s hemes, in luding the popular Probabilisti Roadmap (PRM) and Rapidly-exploring Random
Trees (RRT) algorithms. We ompare our approa h to two
other existing parallel algorithms and demonstrate that our
approa h a hieves better and more s alable performan e.
Our approa h a hieves almost linear s alability to hundreds
of pro essors on a 2400- ore Linux luster and over a thousand ore on a Cray XE6 petas ale ma hine.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

2.

RELATED WORK

Motion planning is a eld of study in roboti s that deals
with problems of nding a path for a robot or any movable
obje t in a given environment lled with obsta les. Motion
planning problem is to nd a path, starting at the initial
on guration of the robot and terminating at the goal onguration, while avoiding ollision with obsta les [1℄. This
problem is no longer limited to roboti s but plays a signifi ant role in a number of other appli ation areas in luding
omputer animation, medi al surgery, omputer-aided design (CAD) and omputational biology [1℄.
Many variants of motion planning algorithms and methods have been developed over the years. Currently, the most
prevalent are the sampling-based approa hes. These approa hes are eÆ ient and an be applied to solving high
dimensional problems.While not guaranteed to nd a solution, they are probabilisti ally omplete meaning that the
probability of nding a solution if one exists, in reases with
the number of samples generated.
Even with this advan e in algorithms, the eÆ ien y of
sampling-based motion planning algorithms is not suÆ ient
for urrent needs. For example, the authors in [5℄ reported
that it takes several hours on a desktop PC to ompute a
roadmap modeling the folding motion of a small protein.
This time in reases to several weeks if more a urate energy
al ulations are used. Thus, these appli ations are limited
in the problem sizes they an handle and the level of detail they an a ord to employ. For many appli ation areas,
parallel omputing o ers the advantage of not only redu ing
omputation time, but also improving the solution quality
as well. As su h, there has been some resear h e ort into
parallelizing existing algorithms.
In this resear h, we present a strategy for parallelizing
sampling-based motion planning algorithms. Our proposed
strategy uses C-spa e subdivision to a hieve s alability. We
rst divide the problem into separate pie es for ea h pro essor. Then, ea h pro essor independently applies a samplingbased planner in their portion of C-spa e and produ e a regional roadmap. Finally, we onne t the regional roadmaps
to form one roadmap representing the full C-spa e. By
subdividing the spa e,we redu e the amount of work and
inter-pro essor ommuni ation that is in urred during nearest neighbor al ulations required for roadmap onne tion.
For a detailed survey of early work in general parallel motion planning, please see [2℄. Re ently, resear h e orts fo us
on parallel sampling-based motion planning due to the su ess of sequential sampling-based motion planning in solving
high dimensional problems[3℄. We brie y present two previous parallel sampling-based motion planning algorithms.

ounts from 240 to 1200. The result is shown in Figure 2.
We observe that s alability is still possible on a massively
parallel ma hine su h as Cray XE6.
For more details on our method, analysis of algorithms
and full results, we refer the reader to our resear h webpage at https://www.parasol. se.tamu.edu/amatogroup/
resear h/parallelmp
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Figure 1: Comparison with other methods

Scaling(starts at P=240)

The strategy of our approa h is given in Algorithm 1.
Initially, the problem's C-spa e is subdivided into regions.
These regions are stored in a region graph, whose verti es
represent regions and whose edges en ode the adja en y information between regions. Individual region roadmaps are
onstru ted in Step 3. The framework an handle a variety
of planning s hemes. In Step 4, the regional roadmaps are
onne ted to obtain a roadmap over the entire C-spa e.
Algorithm 1 Parallel Sampling-based Motion Planning
Input: The C-Spa e C , A set of motion planners S , number
of regions N
Output: A roadmap graph G
1: De ompose C into N regions
2: Make a region graph R = (V; E ) with V and E representing ea h region and adja en y information between
regions, respe tively
3: Indepedently onstru t roadmaps in ea h region using
any desired planner s  S
4: Conne t regional roadmaps in adja ent regions to form
a roadmap G for the entire problem

We implemented and tested the four di erent algorithms
on a 2400- ore, 8TB memory LINUX luster. The rst
two implementations were based on our proposed approa h
but with two di erent strategies as the underlying sequential planner. These two implementations are referred to
as pSBMP-RRT and pSBMP-PRM: parallel sampling-based
motion planning with RRT and PRM as underlying sequential planners respe tively. For the purpose of evaluation and
omparison, we implemented pPRM[5℄ and pSRT[4℄. Figure 1 shows the speedup for the four algorithms. From Figure 1, one will observe that our proposed method (pSBMPPRM and pSBMP-RRT) a hieves good s alability ompared
to the existing methods. To establish our laim for s alability and test the limit of our method, we arried out experiments on a Cray XE6 petas ale ma hine for pro essor
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3. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Ideal
pSBMP-PRM
14 pSBMP-RRT
pSRT
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pPRM
10
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Speedup

Parallel PRM (pPRM) dire tly parallelizes sequential PRM
[5℄. Brie y, ea h pro essor generates an \equal" number of
nodes in the entire C-spa e in parallel and adds them to
the roadmap. Then, ea h pro essor attempts to onne t its
nodes with their k nearest neighbors in the entire roadmap.
The major drawba k of this approa h is the all-to-all omputation and ommuni ation involved in the O(n2 ) method
used to nd nearest neighbors.
In the Parallel Sampling-based Roadmap of Trees (pSRT)
[4℄, the nodes of a pSRT roadmap are trees instead of individual on gurations.The olle tions of these trees form the
roadmap. Conne tions between trees are attempted between
losest-pairs of on gurations between the two trees. The
authors adopted the master-slave ar hite ture. Ea h slave
pro essor omputes a prede ned number of trees in the entire C-spa e. The master is responsible for arbitration of
tree ownership, nearest neighbor omputations, and determination of whi h pairs of trees to attempt for onne tion.
Edge validation is distributed to the slave pro esses.
In the two approa hes mentioned above, and others not
listed here, we identify inter-pro essor ommuni ation, redundant omputation and load imbalan e as the key bottlene ks to s alable performan e. To address some of these
drawba ks, we use a C-spa e subdivision approa h in our
work.
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Figure 2: Performan e on Cray XE6
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